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Variability of the Sea Surface
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Exchange
Theresa Barthelmeß* , Florian Schütte and Anja Engel

GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel, Kiel, Germany

Major uncertainties in air-sea gas flux parameterizations may arise from a yet
unpredictable sea surface microlayer (SML). Its influence on gas exchange is twofold
as organic matter, in particular surfactants, on one side and organisms enriched in
the SML on the other can alter air-sea gas fluxes. However, spatial heterogeneity of
the SML and its potential consequences for gas exchange are not well understood.
This study examines the SML’s surfactant pool and the dynamics of microbial
enrichment across the sharp hydrological front of a newly upwelled filament off
Mauritania. The front was marked by a distinct decrease in temperature and salinity
compared to the stratified water column outside the filament. Distinct chemical and
microbial SML properties were observed and associated with the filament. Overall,
organic matter in the SML was significantly higher concentrated inside the filament
and in equivalence to the underlying water. Degradation indices derived from total
amino acids (TAA) composition indicated production of fresh organic matter inside
and increased degradation outside the filament. Moreover, a shift in the microbial
community was observed, for instance Synechococcus spp. prevailed outside the
filament. Autotrophic and heterotrophic microorganisms preferably colonized the SML
outside the filament. Organic matter enrichment in the SML depended largely on
the chemical nature of biomolecules. Total organic carbon (TOC), total nitrogen and
total combined carbohydrates were only slightly enriched while glucose, TAA and
surfactants were considerably enriched in the SML. Surfactant concentration was
positively correlated to TAA, in particular to arginine and glutamic acid, indicating
that fresh organic matter components enhanced surface activity. Further, TOC and
surfactant concentration correlated significantly (r2 = 0.47, p-value < 0.001). The
lower limit of this linear correlation hits approximately the lowest TOC concentration
expected within the global surface ocean. This suggests that surfactants are primarily
derived from autochthonous production and most refractory components are excluded.
Using a previously established relationship between surfactants and CO2 gas exchange
(Pereira et al., 2018), we estimated that surfactants suppressed gas exchange by 12%
inside the filament. This could be of relevance for freshly upwelled filaments, which are
often supersaturated in greenhouse gases.

Keywords: sea surface microlayer (SML), total organic carbon (TOC), total amino acids (TAA), neuston community,
filament, eastern boundary upwelling systems (EBUS), air-sea gas exchange, surface activity
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INTRODUCTION

Accurate estimations of carbon dioxide (CO2) fluxes across the
ocean-atmosphere interface are crucial to better constrain the
ocean’s role in carbon cycling. While global CO2 flux estimates
express high levels of confidence, seasonal or regional scaled
estimations are afflicted by a larger degree of uncertainty (Woolf
et al., 2019). This is related to the parametrization of the gas
transfer velocity k as an empirical function of wind speed. It is
well recognized that factors apart from wind speed control air-sea
gas exchange. In this respect, the sea surface microlayer (SML),
i.e., the uppermost 1000 µm of the ocean, has received much
attention during the past decades (e.g., Goldman et al., 1988;
Frew et al., 1990; Upstill-Goddard et al., 2003; Wurl et al., 2011;
Cunliffe et al., 2013; Engel et al., 2017; Sabbaghzadeh et al., 2017).

The SML may interfere with air-sea gas exchange in two
ways. Firstly, organic matter in the SML can hamper gas
exchange. Within the pool of organic matter, some molecules
are amphiphilic and accumulate at the air-sea interface. These
molecules are referred to as surfactants. Surfactants can block
molecular diffusion by forming a static barrier or dampen surface
roughness, i.e., reducing the available area for gas exchange
(Frew, 1997; Jenkinson et al., 2018). Several biochemicals such
as lipids, amino acids and carbohydrates may contribute to the
oceanic surfactant pool (Gašparović and Ćosović, 2003; Cunliffe
et al., 2013). Surface activity is the result of dynamic and
competitive adsorption: An excess of highly surface-active agents
will prevent less active surfactants to adsorb, while a deficiency
will favor the contribution of the latter (Pogorzelski et al., 2006;
Frka et al., 2012). However, comprehensive research is necessary
to understand the chemical specification and variability of
naturally occurring surfactants (Pereira et al., 2018). In the open
ocean, phytoplankton-derived organic matter is the main source
of marine surfactants (Ẑutić et al., 1981; Frew et al., 1990; Croot
et al., 2007). Therefore, surfactant concentrations are expected to
be higher in regions where primary production is elevated (Wurl
et al., 2011) although it was shown recently that chlorophyll a
(Chl a), as a proxy for primary production, cannot predict
surfactants occurrence adequately (Sabbaghzadeh et al., 2017).
Moreover, certain strains of heterotrophic bacteria produce
surfactants (Satpute et al., 2010) and were associated with a
surfactant-covered ocean surface (Kurata et al., 2016). Surfactants
in seawater have also been linked to anthropogenic and terrestrial
sources including river run-off (Cuscov and Muller, 2015;
Wurl et al., 2017; Shaharom et al., 2018). Secondly, organisms
inhabiting the SML may directly influence air-sea gas fluxes by
altering trace gas concentrations. The microbial inhabitants of
the SML are referred to as neuston. Neuston production and
respiration in the SML can either accelerate or reduce CO2
uptake (Calleja et al., 2005, 2013; Obernosterer et al., 2008;
Reinthaler et al., 2008). The neuston community may further
influence the exchange of other trace gases such as methane and
dimethyl sulfide (Upstill-Goddard et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2020).
Nevertheless, the effect of the neuston community on oxygen
profiles and air-sea exchange rates has been found negligible
(Rahlff et al., 2019). In general, autotrophic and heterotrophic
neuston colonization was found to differ substantially among

studies and patterns remain enigmatic (Agogué et al., 2005;
Joux et al., 2006; Cunliffe et al., 2011; Engel and Galgani, 2016;
Rahlff et al., 2017; Zäncker et al., 2017).

Only limited studies are available investigating SML organic
matter and neuston variability across diverse oceanic regimes
(Reinthaler et al., 2008; Zäncker et al., 2017). When considering
global scales, the influence of a heterogeneous SML on CO2 gas
exchange is likely averaged over an increasing number of air-sea
gas transfer parameterizations. However, it is highly unlikely that
a single parameterization based on wind speed can be sufficient
to estimate gas exchange on smaller scales, i.e., for different
oceanic regions (Broecker et al., 1978; Mustaffa et al., 2020;
Yang et al., 2021).

Sites of particularly strong CO2 air-sea flux densities with
relevance to the global oceanic carbon budget are Eastern
Boundary Upwelling Systems (EBUS) (Gruber, 2015; Köhn
et al., 2017; Brady et al., 2019). Here, upwelling of deep water
drives outgassing of CO2 and other potent greenhouse gases
such as nitrous oxide and methane (Kock et al., 2008, 2012;
Takahashi et al., 2009; Köhn et al., 2017) but also supports
high primary productivity in the sunlit surface ocean and
the subsequent uptake of atmospheric CO2. One of the four
major EBUS is located alongshore North West Africa in the
Tropical North Atlantic Ocean and its southern extension is
recognized as the Mauritanian upwelling region. Upwelling is
induced by Ekman transport: Seasonally fluctuating southward
Trade Winds force surface waters to be transported offshore,
while bringing deeper water masses upwards to counterbalance
this effect (Speth et al., 1978; Stramma et al., 2005). The
upwelled waters induce dynamic sub-mesoscale and mesoscale
features such as filaments and eddies, which are driven by wind
forcing or instabilities of the boundary currents, and thereby
expand the narrow upwelling front along the coast offshore
(Gruber et al., 2011; Schütte et al., 2016; Hosegood et al.,
2017). The upwelled, colder water is characterized by high
nutrient loads and maintains one of the most productive marine
ecosystems in the world (Pauly and Christensen, 1995; Carr
and Kearns, 2003). It originates in the South Atlantic Central
Waters (SACW), while the ambient stratified water masses are
a mixture of North Atlantic Central Water (NACW) and the
tropical surface waters. Although nutrients are quickly used up
during transport offshore, multiple mixing features in EBUS are
recognized to fertilize the adjacent waters (Nagai et al., 2015). The
complex hydrology in the Mauritanian EBUS controls plankton
distribution as well as primary and secondary production at sub-
mesoscales (Hernández-Hernández et al., 2020). Since organic
matter composition and the microbial neuston colonization of
the SML are hypothesized to be tightly linked to the underlying
water (ULW) (Cunliffe et al., 2013), spatial variability in the
surface ocean productivity regime is expected to leave an imprint
on the biogenic composition of the SML and thus potentially on
air-sea gas exchange processes.

This study addresses the effect of spatial variability in water
column biochemistry and ecology on SML characteristics. It
profits from the unique conditions of an EBUS in which water
masses of different hydrological origin are separated on the
sub-mesoscale. The variability of biogenic components in the
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SML and ULW was investigated across the front of a recently
upwelled filament. Our study combines hydrographic remote
and discrete observations with compound-specific biochemical
and microbial abundance measurements. In combination with
surfactant measurements, it also aims at providing a link
between SML properties and their potential impact on ocean-
atmosphere gas exchange.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Survey and Sampling
All data were acquired on board the RV Poseidon in the upwelling
region off Mauritania in January and February 2018 (Figure 1A).
The progressing filament was centered at a mean location of
16.833◦N and 17.000◦W. Meteorological measurements were
obtained from the ship’s weather station. The anemometer was
mounted at a height of 27 m. Mean wind speed at a height of
10 m was calculated after Large and Pond (1981) and is indicated
by ‘U10.’ Underway measurements including water temperature
and salinity were logged from the thermosalinograph (SeaBird
21) at the ship’s inlet (at 2 m depth). The temperature sensor and
the conductivity sensors were calibrated against the 2 dbar values
from the 45 Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) profiles
taken during the cruise and resulted in a conservative accuracy
of about twice the GO-SHIP standard, which is ±0.002◦C for
temperature and ±0.004 on the Practical Salinity scale. Incident
solar radiation was measured using a spherical underwater
quantum sensor (model LI-193) also applicable to measure
the range of photo-active solar radiation (PAR) in air. The
maximum deviation of the measurements is 1% as indicated by
the manufacturers. Analog solar radiation measurements were
logged before and after the sampling period from an approximate
height of 10 m above sea level. All atmospheric and oceanic
measurements were averaged over SML sampling time.

The Filaments Survey
Via satellite imaging of sea surface temperature (SST), Chl a
and sea surface altimetry, a filament of newly upwelled water
was identified and marked by a drifter (deployment location:
16.768◦W, 16.755◦N, deployment date: 27.01.2018). The adaptive
sampling strategy guided by real-time satellite images allowed us
to study the small-scale upwelling filament (Figure 1B), which is
naturally challenging due to the inherent intermittency of multi-
scale physical and biogeochemical processes on short timescales
in upwelling regions. The used along-the-track SST and Chl a
data exhibited a spatial resolution of 1 km and were measured
from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS-Aqua). This data was produced by the NASA Ocean
Biology Processing Group and is freely available from the
NASA website1 (date of access: Chl a: 10.2020; SST: 03.2020;
Figures 2A,B). During the research campaign, an intense front
(most clearly visible in sea surface temperature) characterized
the filament (Figure 2B) and allowed us to distinguish 12
stations inside and 7 outside the filament (Figure 2C). To

1http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/

investigate the filament front in more detail, a hydrographic
section (with 31 vertical profiles) was conducted with an MSS90-
D Microstructure profiler (Sea and Sun Technology) (Figure 2D
and Supplementary Figure S2). The water temperature data
were calibrated against the CTD data acquired during the cruise
resulting in a conservative accuracy of less than±0.01◦C.

Surface Microlayer Sampling
Sampling was conducted twice per day, in the morning and
the late afternoon. Detailed information regarding station
characteristics is provided in Table 1. SML sampling was
conducted from the upwind side of the RV Poseidon using
a screen-sampler (Garrett-Screen, stainless steel, mesh size
1.2 mm) following applied practice (Garrett, 1965; Salter et al.,
2011; Laß et al., 2013; Sabbaghzadeh et al., 2017; Drozdowska
et al., 2018; Pereira et al., 2018). The Garrett-Screen takes
advantage of the naturally high surface tension of water as it
retains the SML samples between the meshes. Despite yielding a
larger apparent, i.e., sampling thickness of the SML, the Garrett-
Screen has been often used and recommended for field sampling.
It allows sampling the SML under higher wind conditions and at
moderate sea states in a reasonable time (Falkowska, 1999). These
advantages are often not met by other sampling devices. While
the change in physicochemical properties that can be determined
under laboratory conditions indicates that the true SML is much
thinner (Zhang et al., 1998, 2003), it is impossible to resolve
such a thin layer under open ocean conditions with the Garrett
Screen. The sampling procedure during this study followed the
instructions given by Cunliffe and Wurl (2014, p. 19–31). The
screen was attached to a three-point stainless steel chain and
extended by a rope to reach the sea surface. Before sampling, the
screen was conditioned by several dippings in seawater. Sampling
bottles were rinsed with the sample before collection. Samples
were collected in MilliQ washed brown borosilicate bottles and
were constantly cooled. After sampling, the screen-sampler was
cleaned thoroughly with a jet of clean water derived from the
ship’s reverse osmosis processing plant. The reference sample
(ULW) was taken from the continuous underway system from
a depth of approximately 2 m and during the time of SML
sampling. The apparent sampling thickness (d) of the collected
SML was calculated according to Cunliffe and Wurl (2014) by
taking into account the number of dips (n), the effective sampling
area of the Garrett-Screen (At) and the volume of the collected
sample (v) as described in equation 1.

d =
v

At×n
(1)

Characterization of Organic Matter
Total Nitrogen and Organic Carbon
Samples for total organic carbon (TOC) and total nitrogen
(TN) were taken in duplicates of 20 mL, filled into combusted
glass ampoules and conserved with 20 µL of 32% hydrochloric
acid. Acidifying samples is a necessary condition to remove
inorganic carbon from the samples. This can cause minor
losses of very labile organic carbon species (Sharp, 2002).
Ampoules were sealed and stored at 4◦C for 4 months.
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FIGURE 1 | Surface Chl a measured from satellite (A) in February 2018 (monthly mean) and (B) on the 2nd of February 2018. The red box marks the working area
including the upwelling filament.

Concentrations of TOC and TN were measured by high-
temperature catalytic oxidation (TOC-VCSH, Shimadzu). The
TOC analyzer is calibrated at least every 10 days with a
standard solution (potassium hydrogen phthalate and potassium
nitrate standard). The precision was estimated as the standard
deviation between analytical replicates and divided by the mean
concentration. It was always < 2% and <4% for TOC and TN,
respectively. Procedures followed the standard protocols (e.g.,
Engel and Galgani, 2016; Zäncker et al., 2017).

Total Amino Acids and Combined Carbohydrates
Samples were filled into combusted glass vials in duplicates
of 20 mL and stored until analysis at –20◦C for 5 months.
Total hydrolysable amino acids (TAA) were determined by high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (1260HPLC System
equipped with a fluorescence detector, Agilent). Before analysis,
TAA were hydrolyzed with hydrochloric acid and subsequently
neutralized under a low-pressure nitrogen atmosphere and
subsequently resuspended in water. Precise in-line derivatization
of TAA with o-phthaldialdehyde and mercaptoethanol ensured
the achievement of qualitative comparability. The solvent for
the HPLC run was formed of acetonitrile and the buffer
sodium-dihydrogen-phosphate on a C18 column (Phenomenex,
United States). For calibration, standard concentrations of the

different amino acids were used. The following thirteen amino
acids were analyzed: aspartic acid (Asp), glutamic acid (Glu),
serine (Ser), glycine (Gly), threonine (Thr), arginine (Arg),
alanine (Ala), tyrosine (Tyr), valine (Val), isoleucine (Ile),
phenylalanine (Phe), and leucine (Leu). The precision was on
average 3% and always < 9% and calculated as the standard
deviation of replicates divided by the mean concentration.
Analysis was performed after the modified protocol of Lindroth
and Mopper (1979) and Dittmar et al. (2009).

Total combined carbohydrates (TCHO) were determined by
high-performance anion-exchange chromatography (HPAEC) in
combination with pulsed amperometric detection (PAD) by
a Dionex ICS 3000. Due to interference of salt anions with
the column run, samples were dialyzed before measurements
(dialysis membrane: MWCO Spectra Por, pore size 1 kDa).
Combined carbohydrates were cleaved by acidic hydrolysis.
For the HPAEC run, carbohydrates were washed out of the
column with a gradient course of sodium hydroxide and
sodium acetate. The following sugars were assessed: glucose
(Glc), mannose and xylose (Man/Xyl), galactose (Gal), arabinose
(Ara), fucose (Fuc) and rhamnose (Rha), the acidic sugars
galacturonic acid (GalX) and glucuronic acid (GlcX) and the
amino sugars galactosamine (GalN) and glucosamine (GlcN).
The precision was on average 2% and always < 7%, calculated
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FIGURE 2 | Filament survey. Satellite image (25 January 2018) showing (A) Chl a concentration of the filament as provided by NASA and (B) sea surface
temperature of the identified filament. The white line indicates the cruise track of RV Poseidon during sampling in January/ February 2018. The red and black lines
indicate the position of the vertical temperature section shown in (D). (C) Cruise track depicted in surface water temperature as measured from the ship at 2 m
depth. Sampling stations along the filaments edge are marked either as black circles inside or as triangles outside the filament. Note that (C) is different in scaling
than (A,B). (D) The temperature cross-section against depth, as performed on 2 February 2018, reveals a clear separation between cold, upwelling water masses
inside (≤16.5◦C) and warmer, stratified waters (≥17.1◦C) outside the filament (the boundaries are marked by the dashed black/white lines). The grey lines indicate
potential density layers. Black dots mark the actual position where the microstructure measurements were conducted.
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TABLE 1 | Overview of hydrological and meteorological conditions.

Station-ID Station Datea

[dd.mm.yy]
app. SML

thickness [µm]
Wind speedb

[m sec−1]
Salinityb [-] Water temp.b

[◦C]
Solar radiationc

[µmol sec−1m−2]
Chl ad [mg m−3] Regime (relative

to filament)

POS519_8-2 1 27.01.18 426 10.0 35.63 16.4 NA 1.43 Inside

POS519_9-2 2 28.01.18 500 8.7 35.68 16.2 3992 1.47 Inside

POS519_10-2 3 28.01.18 512 10.3 35.67 16.4 3625 2.42 Inside

POS519_13-2 4 29.01.18 498 8.9 35.66 16.3 3377 1.43 Inside

POS519_14-1 5 29.01.18 436 8 35.65 16.5 4933 1.45 Inside

POS519_16-2 6 30.01.18 444 11.1 35.82 17.5 4515 1.10 Outside

POS519_17-1 7 30.01.18 503 10.0 35.66 16.1 4927 2.06 Inside

POS519_24-2 8 31.01.18 501 9.0 35.65 16.2 4923 2.08 Inside

POS519_26-2 9 01.02.18 461 9.7 35.69 16.5 2565 1.94 Inside

POS519_27-1 10 01.02.18 438 7.7 35.67 16.5 2658 1.86 Inside

POS519_29-2 11 02.02.18 487 10.9 35.86 17.4 4135 0.86 Outside

POS519_30-2 12 02.02.18 534 8.0 35.76 17.1 4082 0.90 Outside

POS519_32-2 13 03.02.18 514 12.3 35.89 17.8 3813 1.10 Outside

POS519_34-2 14 04.02.18 475 9.5 35.85 17.5 21 1.10 Outside

POS519_36-2 15 05.02.18 485 8.8 35.94 17.8 4591 1.24 Outside

POS519_38-2 16 06.02.18 492 10.1 35.80 17.2 370 2.20 Outside

POS519_42-1 17 06.02.18 437 9.4 35.63 16.1 3023 1.58 Inside

POS519_49-1 18 07.02.18 445 10.3 35.71 16.5 1192 2.60 Inside

POS519_50-1 19 07.02.18 418 9.6 35.66 16 748 1.13 Inside

app. SML thickness, Apparent sampling thickness of the sea surface microlayer; temp., temperature; Chl a, Chlorophyll a.
(a) Sea surface microlayer (SML) sampling was conducted in the morning (am) or afternoon (pm). (b) Meteorological and hydrological conditions at stations are given
as means over the exact SML sampling time for each station (∼2 h). (c) Solar radiation was logged at the beginning and end of SML sampling. (d) Chl a concentration
derived from satellite MODIS-aqua, made available by NASA.

as the standard deviation between replicates divided by the
mean concentration. All procedures followed standard protocols
(Engel and Händel, 2011).

Surface Activity
Samples were filled into 15 mL acid rinsed (10% hydrochloric
acid) falcon tubes in duplicates directly after sampling and stored
at –80◦C for 3 months. While surface activity is commonly
quantified directly after sampling, the storage of samples at –20
or –80◦C has been implemented by several studies before (Salter
et al., 2011; Schneider-Zapp et al., 2013; Rickard et al., 2019;
see also the Supplementary Information Section 1). Glass vials
in which surface activity was measured were rinsed with 10%
hydrochloric acid and MilliQ and combusted at 500◦C for 8 h
prior to the analysis. Replicates were measured in the same glass
vials after rinsing them three times with MilliQ. Two replicates of
10 mL volume were assessed. All samples were adjusted to equal
ionic strength since conductivity affects the measurement. Ion
concentrations of samples were adjusted to 0.55 Mol (35 on the
Practical Salinity scale). Samples, including blanks and standards,
were measured at room temperature.

Surface activity was measured by phase-sensitive alternating
current voltammetry (Ćosović and Vojvodić, 1982, 1998)
(Polarograph type: 797 VA Computrace Control, Metrohm,
Switzerland). This method makes use of the competitive
adsorption effect of substances on the polar to non-polar interface
as represented by the hanging mercury drop and the electrolyte
solution. For the analysis, only the initial point of the derived

current-potential curves was taken into account (at a potential
of –0.6 V). The mercury drop size of the working electrode
was set to four (an internal scale) at 1.08 bar pressure and
thus an equal surface area of the drop was maintained through
measurements. The accumulation time during measurements
was always set to 60 s. Five scans were conducted for each
measurement. The mean of the three closest scans was further
processed to evaluate surfactant concentrations. Surface-activity
of samples was determined by calculating the difference between
the capacity current of blanks (IB) and samples (IS).

1I = IB − IS (2)

Following Equation 2, 1I reflects the decrease of capacity
current of a sample relative to the baseline of the pure electrolyte
solution. Samples were calibrated against the artificial soluble
surfactant Triton X-100 (TX-100, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany,
molecular weight 625 g mol−1). In total, three calibration curves
were derived of concentrations ranging from 0.02 to 0.7 mg
TX-100. Only the linear rise of the slope was included in
the calibration line (Supplementary Table S1). The lower and
upper detection limit was 0.04 and 0.52 mg TX-100 equiv. L−1,
respectively. To calculate the precision of the measurement,
blanks and a limited number of standards were run together
with the samples. Based on these daily standards, the analytical
precision was calculated. For a mean surfactant concentration of
0.23 mg TX-100 equiv. L−1, analytical precision was on average
6% and always < 10%. In comparison, the relative SD of true
replicates from the sample mean was on average 11 ± 8% (this
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range includes 84% of all samples) and is slightly higher than
in previous studies (<10% in Sabbaghzadeh et al., 2017; Rickard
et al., 2019). This may be explained by a smaller number of
replicates in this study or by the minor effect of cell lysis upon
freezing and thawing of samples (Rickard et al., 2019). Taking into
account that the subsequent tests for differences and correlations
relyed on 38 data points in total, we consider the uncertainty
related to our surfactant measurements acceptable.

Microbial Community
Samples were collected in triplicates of 1.7 mL, fixed with 85 µL
glutardialdehyde (GDA, 25%) (final concentration 1.2%) and
stored at –80◦C for 4 months. Abundance and size classes
of bacterial and phytoplankton cells were determined by flow
cytometry (Flow Cytometer: Becton and Dickinson FACScalibur;
Software: BD Bioscience Cell Quest Pro). The Flow Cytometer
was calibrated with simultaneously measured yellow-green latex
beads of a diameter of 0.5 and 1 µm. Heterotrophic prokaryotes
(‘bacteria’) were detected after staining with SYBRGreen I.
Based on their high or low cellular content of nucleic acid
(HNA and LNA), bacterial cells were accordingly categorized.
Phytoplankton cells including autotrophic prokaryotes and
eukaryotes were enumerated by applying a higher flow
rate (∼40 µL min−1) and were grouped into four classes
based on their autofluorescence signal. Cells containing the
pigment phycoerythrin were referred to as cyanobacteria-like
(CBL). These cells, however, did not necessarily represent
cyanobacteria. For instance, cryptophyta were found to constitute
a major fraction of nano-CBL cells (Marie et al., 2010).
Phytoplankton cells containing solely Chl a were referred to
as non-cyanobacteria-like (NCBL). Within the pigment groups,
phytoplankton cells < 2 µm were categorized as pico-sized while
cells > 2 µm were categorized as nano-sized. Pico-CBL cells
corresponded to a range that has been previously calibrated
against Synechococcus cultures. Procedures followed the standard
protocol as applied by e.g., Engel and Galgani (2016) and
Zäncker et al. (2017).

Data Analysis and Statistics
For statistical testing, sample sizes are indicated by a capital ‘N’
when all samples were included (e.g., SML and ULW, sample size
N = 38), while a minor ‘n’ indicates that only a subgroup was
tested, e.g., the SML (n = 19) or the stations outside the filament
(n = 14). Mean values are given together with the standard
deviation (M± SD) if not indicated differently. A non-parametric
correlation statistic (Spearman Rank Correlation) was performed
to evaluate the a priori assumption of interdependence between
the SML and ULW, which was verified, i.e., depths were highly
correlated (Table 2). Subsequently, SML and ULW comparisons
were analyzed as ‘paired’. Differences in absolute and relative
concentrations and abundance between depths and regimes
were evaluated by applying the non-parametric Mann–Whitney
U-test since homogeneity of variances and normality was not
always given (Levene test and Shapiro–Wilk test). To account
for multiple comparisons when correlating surface activity (SA)
to organic matter components, test statistics were corrected by
a Bonferroni Correction. Therefore, the significance level α was

divided by the number of comparisons (k) and defined a new
threshold value (αi) (Equation 3). This is annotated in asterisks
and given as additional information in compliance with the
original calculated significance values in Table 3.

α

k
≥ αi (3)

To evaluate the relative concentration differences between the
SML and the ULW, the enrichment factor (EF) was calculated
by dividing a substance’s concentration in the SML by the
concentration measured in the ULW (Equation 4). An EF > 1
indicates enrichment of a substance, while an EF < 1 implies a
depletion in the SML.

EF =
[CSML]

[CULW]
(4)

To estimate the potential suppression effect of surfactants
on the water-side gas transfer velocity coefficient (kw) for CO2,

the empirical equation by Pereira et al. (2018) was applied
(Equation 5). This equation has been derived during a meridional
transect across the Atlantic Ocean in on-board gas exchange
tank experiments and converts surface activity into the expected
suppression of kw recorded in percent. Values are adjusted to the
ratio of kinematic viscosity of sea water at 20◦C and the diffusivity
of the gas CO2, resulting in the Schmidt number (Sc) Sc = 660.

Suppression of kw[%] = 32.44[SASML] + 2.51 (5)

It should be noted that equation 5 was derived under
laboratory conditions and that turbulence was not created
by wind forcing but mechanically by a baffle. Introduced
estimates on gas exchange suppression should thus be
interpreted with caution.

Differences in the molecular composition of TCHO and
TAA are described using a principal component analysis (PCA).
For the PCA, two-dimensional scores were extracted from
multivariate data sets (Davis et al., 2009). Glucose was analyzed
separately and excluded from the PCA of TCHO due to its
high variability between stations and its dominance in TCHO
concentrations. The remaining fraction of TCHO is addressed
as ‘residual’. First Principal Components (PC1) reflect major
compositional trends in TAA and degradation indices (DI) were
derived following the approach of Dauwe and Middelburg (1998)
and Dauwe et al. (1999) (Equation 6). Vari described the molar
contribution of an individual amino acid in percent [%Mol]
while AVG vari, SD vari and fac.coef represent the mean, the
standard deviation and the factor coefficient of all amino acids,
respectively, and based on the PCA profile. The more negative DI
are, the more degraded is the organic matter.

DI =
∑

i

[
vari − AVGvari

SD vari

]
× fac.coef (6)
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RESULTS

Hydrology of the Filament and
Meteorological Conditions
With the help of satellite observations and the hydrological
data acquired during the cruise, the filament’s extent and
characteristics were identified. The filament was visible for
around 30 days and exhibited during the largest expansion
a length of 70 km and a width of 40 km. Stations were
separated according to hydrological regimes: Inside the upwelling
filament (surface temperature ≤ 16.5◦C, salinity ≤ 35.71)
and outside the filament (surface temperature ≥ 17.1◦C,
salinity≥ 35.76). Satellite-derived Chl a concentration confirmed
the observed hydrological differences between regimes as the
average concentration inside was 1.79 ± 0.45 mg m−3 while
1.21 ± 0.45 mg m−3 outside and thus significantly lower
than within the filament (Whitney-U Test, p-value < 0.010,
N = 19) (Figures 2A,B). Twelve stations were sampled
inside (stations 1–10 excluding station 6 and stations 17–
19), while seven stations were sampled outside the filament
(stations 6 and 11–16) (Figure 2C). The first and last
station was sampled 46 and 102 km away from the coast,
respectively. A temperature section against depth visualizes
the frontal gradient from adjacent and already stratified to
well mixed, upwelled waters inside the filament, which is
also evident from the outcropping of density layers towards
the center of the filament (Figure 2D). The complementary
salinity section is presented in the supplementary information
(Supplementary Figure S2). Meteorological conditions stayed
rather constant throughout the cruise. A mean incoming
irradiance of 3.2 ± 1.6 mmol sec−1 m−2 was recorded. Wind
speed was on average high (9.6 ± 1.3 m sec−1 corresponding
to a U10 mean wind speed of 8.7 m sec−1) in comparison to an
average oceanic wind speed of 6.6 m sec−1 (Archer and Jacobson,
2005). It was also tested whether differences in meteorological
conditions occurred across the filament’s sides, which could
potentially influence SML dynamics. Solar radiation (inside:
3.3 ± 1.46 mmol sec−1 m−2, n = 11; outside: 3.6 ± 1.6 mmol
sec−1 m−2, Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value > 0.05, n = 6, station
14 was excluded as it was sampled in the evening) and wind
speed (inside: 9.3 ± 0.9 m sec−1, n = 12; outside: 10.1 ± 1.5 m
sec−1, Mann–WhitneyU-test, p-value > 0.05, n= 7) did not differ
between the filament’s sides. The SML was therefore subjected
to a rather similar set of environmental conditions across the
filament’s front. Detailed information on meteorological and
hydrological conditions is provided in Table 1.

The Sea Surface Microlayer
The apparent sampling thickness of the SML (inside the filament:
465 ± 34 µm, outside: 490 ± 27 µm) was statistically insensitive
to regimes (Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value > 0.05, N = 19)
and corresponds to the thickness range listed in previous
studies (Cunliffe and Wurl, 2014). Abiotic parameters such as
temperature and wind speed or organic matter enrichment can
affect the apparent sampling thickness of the SML (Falkowska,
1999; Engel and Galgani, 2016). An apparent SML sampling

thickness, and as determined with the Garrett-Screen in this
study, is operational only, i.e., depends on the sampling device
in use. The true thickness of the SML has been estimated to
range around 50 ± 10 µm under laboratory conditions and
by considering changes in physicochemical properties (Zhang
et al., 1998, 2003). This suggests that sampling the SML
in the field inevitably leads to a dilution of the SML with
simultaneously collected underlying water (Cunliffe and Wurl,
2014). Consequently, the enrichment of organic substances and
organisms within SML samples is likely to be underestimated.

In general, concentrations of organic matter exhibited
significant correlations between the SML and ULW. Overall,
abundance of bacteria and phytoplankton cells in the SML
was closely correlated to the respective abundance in the
ULW, except for nano-CBL and nano-NCBL cells. Mean
concentrations and details of the test statistics are presented
in Table 2. Absolute concentrations of TOC and TN were
significantly elevated in the SML (for example for TOC: SML:
91.0 ± 11.5 µM; ULW: 78.7 ± 8.2 µM; Mann–Whitney U-test,
p-value < 0.001, N = 38). Moreover, the concentration of
TAA differed significantly between the SML and ULW with
concentrations of 1.72 ± 0.44 µM and 1.21 ± 0.41 µM,
respectively (Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.001, N = 38).
Residual TCHO and Glc exhibited also significant differences
across depths (Table 2). The total concentration of surfactants
varied strongly across all stations, with a minimum of 0.08 mg
TX-100 equiv. L−1 in the ULW at station 15, a maximum
concentration of 0.49 mg TX-100 equiv. L−1 in the SML at station
14, and an overall mean concentration of 0.23± 0.12 mg TX-100
equiv. L−1. Significant differences in surfactant concentration
were found between the SML and ULW (SML: 0.26 ± 0.14 mg
TX-100 equiv. L−1, ULW: 0.20 ± 0.10 mg TX-100 equiv.
L−1; Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.022, N = 38). Total
mean phytoplankton cell abundance exhibited slightly higher
numbers in the SML (73 ± 44 × 103 cells mL−1) than in the
ULW (66 ± 37 × 103 cells mL−1). Averaged bacterial counts
were slightly more abundant in the SML (2.16 ± 0.61 × 106

cells mL−1) than in the ULW (1.96 ± 0.76 × 106 cells
mL−1). A significant difference between depths was observed
for pico-NCBL cell abundance only (SML: 43 ± 17 × 103

cells mL−1, ULW: 37 ± 17 × 103 cells mL−1; Mann–Whitney
U-test, p-value < 0.029, N = 38). No difference was observed
between the SML and ULW for nano-phytoplankton groups.
LNA cell numbers were significantly elevated in the SML (SML:
0.80 ± 0.35 × 106 cells mL−1, ULW: 0.64 ± 0.32 × 106

cells mL−1; Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.001, N = 38).
However, no significant difference in absolute HNA abundance
could be derived regarding depths.

Differences Across the Filament’s Front
Across the filament front, organic matter concentrations and
the abundance of organisms changed consistently. The main
differences occurring across the filament’s front are summarized
in Figure 3. A general overview of concentrations and test
statistics is further provided in the Supplementary Table S2
for the SML and ULW, respectively. TOC concentration was
higher inside the filament and changed significantly for the
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TABLE 2 | SML and ULW mean concentrations, standard deviations, and comparative statistics.

Concentration Test statistics

Differences (paired testing) Correlation

SML (n = 19) ULW (n = 19) SML vs. ULW (N = 38) SML ∼ ULW (N = 38)

Included data [Mean ± SD] [Mean ± SD] [p-value < ] [rho] [p-value < ]

TOC [µM] 91.0 ± 11.5 78.7 ± 8.2 0.001*** 0.60 0.009**

TN [µM] 24.3 ± 3.5 22.2 ± 2.8 0.003** 0.76 0.001***

TAA [µM] 1.72 ± 0.44 1.21 ± 0.41 0.001*** 0.50 0.030*

Residual TCHO [nM] 486 ± 62 426 ± 64 0.001*** 0.81 0.001***

Glucose [nM] 700 ± 533 541 ± 451 0.001*** 0.91 0.001***

SA [mg TX-100 equiv. L−1] 0.26 ± 0.14 0.20 ± 0.10 0.022* 0.66 0.003**

Pico-CBL [103 cells mL−1] 24 ± 36 18 ± 28 0.182 0.89 0.001***

Nano-CBL [103 cells mL−1] 1.16 ± 0.40 1.33 ± 0.51 0.104 0.43 0.067

Pico-NCBL [103 cells mL−1] 43 ± 17 37 ± 17 0.029* 0.78 0.001***

Nano-NCBL [103 cells mL−1] 5.9 ± 2.4 8.9 ± 5.0 0.073 0.20 0.418

LNA [106 cells mL−1] 0.80 ± 0.35 0.64 ± 0.32 0.001*** 0.85 0.001***

HNA [106 cells mL−1] 1.36 ± 0.37 1.32 ± 0.53 0.568 0.89 0.001***

SML, Sea surface microlayer; ULW, underlying water; SD, standard deviation; TOC, total organic carbon; TN, total nitrogen; TAA, total amino acids; TCHO, total combined
carbohydrates; SA, surfactant concentration; CBL, cyanobacteria-like phytoplankton cells; NCBL, non-cyanobacteria-like phytoplankton cells; LNA, low nucleic acid
content bacteria; HNA, high nucleic acid content bacteria.
Differences were calculated using the Mann–Whitney U Test while correlations were calculated using the Spearman Rank Correlation expressed as the rank coefficient
rho. Significances are expressed in p-values. Significance levels are expressed in asterisks, with * being equivalent to a significance level of p < 0.05, ** of p < 0.01, and
*** of p < 0.001.

SML and ULW across the front (for example in the SML:
inside: 93.9 ± 13.2 µM; outside: 86.0 ± 5.4 µM; Mann–
Whitney U-test p-value < 0.045, n = 19; Figure 3A). TN
concentrations yielded also significant differences between
regimes for both depths (for example for the SML: inside:
25.9 ± 3.3 µM; outside: 21.6 ± 2.0 µM; Mann–Whitney
U-test p-value < 0.013, n = 19; Figure 3B). Higher surfactant
concentrations were detected inside than outside the filament,
with an average SML concentration of 0.28 ± 0.11 and
0.22 ± 0.18 mg TX-100 equiv. L−1 and an average ULW
concentration of 0.22 ± 0.12 and 0.16 ± 0.07 mg TX-100 equiv.
L−1, respectively (Figure 3C). Nonetheless, differences were
statistically insignificant for both depths. TAA concentrations
differed significantly between regimes for the ULW only
(Figure 3D). ULW TAA concentrations ranged around
1.39 ± 0.42 µM inside in comparison to 0.91 ± 0.14 µM
outside the filament (Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.006,
n = 19). Glc concentration dominated TCHO by contributing a
molar fraction of 50.2 ± 17.3% (621 ± 494 nM) but exhibited
a large variability across all stations. In comparison, the
concentration of residual TCHO stayed rather constant
throughout regimes (456 ± 69 nM) although a tendency
toward slightly lower concentrations was apparent for the ULW
outside (Supplementary Table S2). Stations outside of the
filament exhibited a remarkable characteristic in phytoplankton
distribution. Significant higher abundance of pico-CBL cells
(Synechococcus spp.) was observed outside (49 ± 39 × 103

cells mL−1) in comparison to inside the filament where cell
numbers declined by one order of magnitude (4.7 ± 2.2 × 103

cells mL−1). Pico-CBL cells proved to be significantly different
across the filament’s front for the SML (Mann–Whitney U-test,
p-value < 0.001, n = 19) and ULW (Mann–Whitney U-test,
p-value < 0.003, n = 19) (Figure 3G). Nano-CBL cells were
slightly higher concentrated outside than inside the filament,
with a total average of 1.45 ± 0.58 × 103 cells mL−1 and
1.13 ± 0.34 × 103 cells mL−1, respectively. Across the front,
nano-CBL abundance differed significantly for the SML (Mann–
Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.010, n = 19). Pico-NCBL cells
dominated the phytoplanktonic community in numbers and
occurred in concentrations of 37 ± 17 × 103 cells mL−1

inside in comparison to 44 ± 16 × 103 cells mL−1 outside the
filament. Nano-NCBL abundance displayed higher numbers
inside (8.3 ± 4.7 × 103 cells mL−1) than outside the filament
(4.6 ± 2.5 × 103 cells mL−1). Between regimes, nano-NCBL
abundance differed significantly for the ULW (Mann–Whitney
U-test, p-value < 0.029, n = 19) (Figure 3H). Bacterial abundance
reached a total concentration of 2.00 ± 0.75 × 106 cells mL−1

inside and 2.16 ± 0.59 × 106 cells mL−1 outside the filament.
Bacteria were in general dominated by HNA cells (HNA:
65.9± 8.6%). For the SML, increased absolute LNA cell numbers
were tested to be significantly higher concentrated outside
the filament and their abundance in the ULW followed the
same trend. Inversely, higher absolute HNA cell numbers were
observed inside the filament (Supplementary Table S2). This
led to a relative contribution of LNA cells by 28.7 ± 3.6%
inside the filament, while outside they contributed on average
43.3 ± 6.6% to overall bacterial abundance (Mann–Whitney
U-test, p-value < 0.001; N = 38).
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FIGURE 3 | Organic matter concentration difference across the filament’s
front in the SML and ULW. Average concentration of (A) total organic carbon
(TOC) and (B) total nitrogen (TN), (C) surface activity (SA), (D) total amino
acids (TAA), and (E) degradation indices (DI), which were derived from the
relative contribution of molecular amino acid concentrations. Differences
across the filaments front of (F) bulk Chlorophyll a derived from the satellite
MODIS aqua by NASA and of certain phytoplankton groups: (G) Averaged
abundance of pico-CBL cells (Synechococcus spp.) in the SML and ULW and
(H) nano-NCBL (eukaryotic, Non-Cyanobacteria-Like cells) in the ULW.
Differences were tested independently for the SML and ULW and
significances of the Mann–Whitney U-test are indicated below the boxplots.
Supplementary Information is provided in Supplementary Table S2.

Enrichment in the SML was generally more pronounced
outside the filament (Figure 4). However, only EFs of
the microbial community exhibited statistically significant

differences between regimes with an exception for LNA bacteria.
All test statistics provided below address the comparison of
EFs across the filament’s front. Mean enrichment of TOC
and TN was statistically indifferent between regimes (EFTOC
1.2 ± 0.1 and EFTN 1.1 ± 0.1). In comparison to all
other organic matter compounds, TAA exhibited generally
the highest enrichment, with a tendency toward even higher
enrichment outside the filament (EFTAA inside: 1.4± 0.3, outside:
1.7 ± 0.4). The difference in enrichment pattern of residual
TCHO was negligible across the filaments front (EFTCHO inside:
1.1 ± 0.1, outside: 1.2 ± 0.1). The enrichment of Glc was
considerably higher than for residual TCHO and by trend
elevated outside the filament (EFGlc inside: 1.3 ± 0.4, outside:
1.6 ± 0.4). Surfactant concentration exhibited an enrichment
of EFSurf 1.5 ± 0.7 and 1.3 ± 0.6 inside and outside the
filament, respectively. Pico-CBL cells were enriched outside the
filament, yielding an EFPico−CBL of 1.7 ± 0.8 in comparison
to 1.0 ± 0.5 (Mann–Whitney U-test, p < 0.045, N = 19).
Nano-CBL cells exhibited also a strong difference between
regimes. They were depleted in the SML inside while enriched
outside the filament with an EFNano−CBL of 0.8 ± 0.3 and
1.3 ± 0.6, respectively (Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.017,
N = 19). A comparable pattern was observed for nano-
NCBL cells which showed a depletion inside (EFNano−NCBL
0.7 ± 0.4) and enrichment of 1.2 ± 0.6 outside the filament
(Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.028, N = 19). Pico-
NCBL cells showed a pronounced enrichment outside the
filament (EFPico−NCBL 1.5 ± 0.4), while inside their abundance
in the SML and ULW was nearly balanced (EFPico−NCBL
1.1 ± 0.2) (Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.017, N = 19).
Moreover, HNA cell enrichment differed between regimes as
the abundance was similar in the SML and ULW inside,
while significantly enriched outside (EFHNA inside: 1.0 ± 0.2,
outside: 1.2 ± 0.2, Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.045,
N = 19). For LNA cells, moderate enrichment occurred inside the
filament (EFLNA 1.2 ± 0.3) and pronounced enrichment outside
(EFLNA 1.5± 0.4).

In summary, it was shown that SML characteristics differed
clearly across the filament’s front. As differences in sampling
time and date inside and outside the filament were unavoidable
due to logistic reasons, results may have been biased, which is
discussed in detail in the Supplementary Information Section
4. In brief, abiotic factors and potential diurnal variability did not
compromise the main findings.

Molecular Composition
To assess the variability in the molar composition of TAA
and TCHO across stations, two PCAs were conducted. The
relative molar composition of TAA was dominated by Gly,
which contributed on average 21.2%Mol over all stations and
depths and was followed by Glu (16.7%Mol), Asp (14.5%Mol),
and Ala (10.9%Mol). Arg contributed an averaged fraction of
4.0%Mol and Ile of 3.2%Mol. The first and second principal
components (PC1 and PC2) of the conducted PCA explained
in total 69.4% of the observed variance in TAA composition.
Negative PC1 scores were strongly governed by a bundle of
amino acids which included Phe, Asp, Leu, and Val, while
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FIGURE 4 | Enrichment factors (EF) for biogenic substances and organisms
comparing (A) inside and (B) outside the filament. For the comparison of
differences in EFs between regimes the Mann–Whitney U-test was applied
yielding significances (p-value < 0.05) for all phytoplankton groups and HNA
bacteria as marked by asterisks. Total organic carbon (TOC); total nitrogen
(TN), total amino acids (TAA); total combined carbohydrates excluding glucose
(res_TCHO); cyanobacteria like phytoplankton cells (CBL); non-cyanobacteria
like phytoplankton cells (NCBL); pico (<2 µm); nano (>2 µm); low nucleic acid
content bacteria (LNA); high nucleic acid content bacteria (HNA).

the opposing positive scores were exclusively defined by Gly
and Ser. This variance, appearing along the PC1 axis, will be
discussed in a subsequent chapter as it is indicative of organic
matter degradation. Samples exhibited clear SML and ULW
clusters along the PC2 axis (variance explained 24.8%). In
general, positive PC2 scores characterized the SML and negative
scores the ULW (Figure 5A). The composition of TAA in the
SML was governed by Glu, Ile, and Arg while the ULW was
mostly influenced by Ala and Thr. (Supplementary Information
of the variance occurring along the PC3 axis is provided in
Supplementary Figure S3A.)

Amino acids, in particular Arg and Glu, will be of further
interest with regards to surface activity and thus are described
in greater detail. Overall, TAA contributions to TOC ranged
between 3.9 to 10.5%. Inside the filament, the molar fraction
of Glu was elevated in the SML in comparison to the ULW
(SML: 17.5 ± 1.8%Mol; ULW: 16.8 ± 2.1%Mol). This trend
was manifested outside the filament, where Glu contributed
17.9± 2.6%Mol in the SML and only 13.7± 0.7%Mol in the ULW
(Mann–Whitney U-test, p-value < 0.007, n = 14). Compositional
changes in Arg occurred mainly across the filaments front as
the SML TAA pool was composed of 4.1 ± 0.5%Mol inside in
comparison to 3.8± 0.4%Mol outside. This trend was manifested

in the ULW in which Arg contributed 4.2 ± 0.4%Mol inside
and 3.6 ± 0.3%Mol outside the filament (Mann–Whitney U-test
p-value < 0.004, n = 19).

The relative molar contributions of residual TCHO were
dominated by Man/Xyl (37.5%Mol), followed by Gal (20.9%Mol)
and Ara (1.37%Mol). Acidic sugars (GlcX and GalX) contributed
a molar fraction of on average 9.6%Mol, while amino sugars
(GlcN and GalN) contributed 12.2%Mol to residual TCHO
concentration. The PCA of residual TCHO composition
explained in total 64.5% of the observed variance. A clear
separation into regimes became apparent in residual TCHO
composition and was reflected on both PCA axes, i.e., PC1
and PC2 (Figure 5B). Stations were divided by the opposing
sugars of Gal and Ara, characterizing the clusters of stations
sampled inside and outside the filament, respectively. Between
the SML and ULW, the composition of residual TCHO did not
differ within the first two PCs but became perceptible in PC3
(Supplementary Figure S3B).

Degradation Index
Degradation indices were derived from the PCA of TAA. The
PC1 reflects always the greatest variance in TAA composition
and can be assumed as an imprint of organic matter degradation.
DI are suggested to serve as the best indicator of intermediate
degradation stages (Davis et al., 2009). Negative numbers indicate
advanced degradation, while positive numbers refer to a fresher
state of production. DI differed significantly across regimes in
both depths as the degradation state inside and outside the
filament was characterized by DI of on average + 1.87 ± 1.26
and –1.07 ± 1.48, respectively (Mann–Whitney U-test, SML:
p-value < 0.002, n = 16; ULW: p-value < 0.001, n = 16)
(Figure 3E). The last three stations inside the filament were
considered outliers and thus excluded from the comparison.
Degradation indices are analyzed and discussed in greater detail
in the Supplementary Infromation Section 6.

Surface Activity and Potential
Suppression of Gas Exchange
We examined surfactant concentration for correlations with
biogenic compounds (Table 3). A positive correlation between
TOC and surfactant concentration proved to be highly
significant (Figure 6). The applied linear regression yielded
significant results for the slope (Pearson Correlation r2 = 0.47,
p-value < 0.001, SE ± 0.001, 36 DF, N = 38) and intercept
(p-value < 0.002, SE± 0.109) of the following model equation:

[SA] = 0.007[TOC] − 0.38 (7)

A significant positive correlation of surfactant concentration
was further observed for TAA, absolute Arg, Ile, and Glu
concentrations (Table 3). The selective comparison of Arg, Glu
and Ile was based upon their tendency to become enriched in
the SML as indicated by the PCA. Neither residual TN nor
residual TCHO and Glc exhibited significant correlations to
surface activity (Table 3). Also, neither surfactant concentration
nor TOC exhibited a correlation to satellite-derived Chl a
concentration (data not shown).
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FIGURE 5 | Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of (A) total hydrolysable amino acid (TAA) and (B) total combined carbohydrate (TCHO) composition (N = 38).
Arrows indicate the relative molar contribution of TAA and TCHO. SML and ULW are represented by the colors green and gray, respectively. Circles and triangles
represent the hydrological regime, i.e., inside and outside the filament.

The potential suppression of kw was estimated based on
surfactant concentration in the SML. The empirical equation
for surfactants suppression on kw has been derived by Pereira
et al. (2018) (equation 5). SML surfactant concentration yielded
a mean suppression of kw by 11.5% (±SE 1.0) inside and a mean

suppression of 9.8% (±SE 2.2) outside the filament (Figure 7).
As a regional comparison, we have calculated the potential
suppression of kw using surface TOC concentrations measured
along the trajectory of a permanent filament off Cape Juby and
as published by Arístegui et al. (2004). TOC concentrations were
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FIGURE 6 | Linear regression model applied for the relation of surface activity
(SA) to total organic carbon (TOC), including SML and ULW samples (N = 38).
Whiskers represent the standard errors for SA and TOC.

TABLE 3 | Correlation between surfactant and organic matter components.

Correlation

SA [mg TX-100 equiv. L−1] ∼ x

Included data (x) [roh] [p-value < Bonferroni]

TOC [µM] 0.73 0.001***

TN [µM] 0.42 0.009

TAA [nM] 0.45 0.005*

Arginine [nM] 0.50 0.002*

Glutamic acid [nM] 0.51 0.002*

Isoleucine [nM] 0.44 0.006*

Residual TCHO [nM] 0.34 0.036

Glucose [nM] 0.42 0.009

TOC, Total organic carbon; TN, total nitrogen; TAA, total amino acids; TCHO, total
combined carbohydrates; SA, surfactant concentration.
Surfactant concentrations were tested against organic matter components (x).
Sea surface microlayer and underlying water samples are included (N = 38).
Correlations were calculated using the Spearman Rank Correlation and expressed
as the rank coefficient rho. Significances are expressed in p-values. For the
Bonferroni correction, the common significance level (α) (p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and
p < 0.001) is divided by the number of comparisons (n = 8). This then defines the
corrected significance level (αi ) as demarked by asterisks.

measured at a depth of 5 m. To compensate for a pronounced
TOC enrichment in the SML, an EFTOC of 1.2 was applied
to correct TOC concentrations. Gas exchange could thus be
dampened by approximately 17.2% (±SE 4.3), corresponding to
an average estimated SML TOC concentration of 119 ± 38 µM
within the permanent filament off Cape Juby.

DISCUSSION

The Biogenic Signature of the Filament’s
Edge
The temperature section across the filament edge revealed a sharp
hydrological front within a few kilometer distances (Figure 2D).
Temperature and salinity of surface waters can be considered
as sensitive indicators of recently upwelled waters (Arístegui
et al., 2004; Pelegrí et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2015; Köhn et al.,
2017). Across the filament’s front, DI indicate two successive
stages of primary and secondary production (Davis et al., 2009):
While inside the filament most recent and fresh organic matter
production occurred, the organic matter outside the filament was
more degraded. This was also reflected in relative carbohydrate
composition. The PCA revealed two distinct clusters in which
Gal and Ara directly opposed each other and thus marked the
hydrological front also on a molecular level (Figure 5B). Organic
matter rich in Gal was found to be rather fresh while the relative
contribution of Ara has been shown to increase in the course of
organic matter degradation (Hanamachi et al., 2008; Goldberg
et al., 2009, 2010; Engel et al., 2012). Complementary, molecular
carbohydrate composition could be the product of the observed
shifts in the plankton community. The strongest difference
between regimes occurred in the abundance of pico-CBL. Outside
the filament, pico-CBL cell numbers increased by one order of
magnitude in comparison to the inside of the filament. Pico-
CBL cells enumerated here belonged to the genus Synechococcus
spp., which is one of the most ubiquitous phytoplankton clades
encountered in the world’s ocean and also in the Subtropical
Atlantic Ocean (Zubkov et al., 2000; Marañón et al., 2001;
Alonso-Laita and Agustí, 2006). Elevated Chl a concentration,
however, proposed increased phytoplankton abundance inside
the filament. Following the trend of higher abundance of
nano-NCBL cells it is likely that micro-phytoplankton cells
(>20 µm) could explain elevated Chl a concentration inside
the filament. Micro-phytoplankton were not detected by flow
cytometry but comprise fast-growing clades such as diatoms.
This is in agreement with the observation that in proximity to
the Canary Islands larger bloom-forming phytoplankton cells
dominated in freshly upwelled waters, while being replaced by
smaller phytoplankton cells further offshore (Arístegui et al.,
2004). The difference in hydrological regimes was consolidated by
the heterotrophic bacteria community. HNA bacteria contributed
as much as 71.3% to total community counts inside the filament
compared to 56.7% outside. Several studies have investigated
the physiological and ecological value of discriminating between
bacterial HNA and LNA cells. Most widely, HNA cells are
considered to represent the active, growing fraction of bacterial
communities, while LNA cells are thought to be stagnant in
growth and rather inactive (Gasol and Del Giorgio, 2000; Lebaron
et al., 2001; Servais et al., 2003). In the western Tropical Atlantic
(Guanabana Bay), bacterial community structure was depending
on locally available primary products. This was indicated by the
tight linking between HNA bacterial abundance and productivity
with Chl a concentration, which in turn was controlled by tidal
upwelling events entraining nutrients (Andrade et al., 2003).
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FIGURE 7 | Suppression of the CO2 gas transfer coefficient (kW ) as estimated for SML surfactant concentrations (SA). Suppression of kW was calculated by using
the equation of Pereira et al. (2018). The linear regression model enables to predict the suppression of kW , if TOC surface measurements are available. (*) We
included an estimation of kW suppression based on TOC concentrations measured in surface waters (5 m) along a zonal transect near Cape Juby (NW Africa) and
within the trajectory of a permanent filament as an example (Arístegui et al., 2004). Squares indicate mean estimated suppression of kW for inside (blue) and outside
(red) the filament and for the zonal transect (black). Whiskers represent the standard error of estimates.

Relative abundance of LNA cells, in contrast, shifted from
lower toward higher contributions when approaching the open
and oligotrophic ocean (Andrade et al., 2003; Arístegui et al.,
2004). Bacterial abundance suggests therefore that active HNA
bacteria dominated the community inside the filament, probably
proliferating due to higher substrate availability. As filaments
transport freshly entrained nutrients offshore (Nagai et al., 2015;
Hosegood et al., 2017), the observed pattern can be interpreted as
a direct response to underlying sub-mesoscale hydrology.

Organic Matter Components Enrich
Differently in the Sea Surface Microlayer
High correlations of most of the parameters suggested a
tight coupling between the SML and ULW. This implies that
organic matter enrichment in the SML was generally relying
on passive scavenging from the bulk by bubble or particle
mediated transport (Cunliffe et al., 2013). Enrichment factors
were considerably low with regards to TOC, TN and residual
TCHO. In comparison, TAA, surfactants and Glc concentrations
were particularly enriched in the SML. This must be either
attributed to the chemical specification of molecules causing a
preferable attachment onto rising bubbles or particles and/or
related to processes that directly shape the molecular composition
of the SML, i.e., without involving any bypass of the ULW.
For surfactants, accumulation at the ocean’s surface lies in their
chemical nature. The preferential enrichment of surfactants and
amino acids will be discussed in greater detail in the section
“Surface Activity Defined by Total Organic Carbon and Total
Amino Acids.” Glc enrichment could potentially arise from the
unattenuated solar radiation autotrophic cells are exposed to

within the SML as high levels of solar radiation may cause
phytoneuston to shunt excess energy into producing storage
compounds such as Glc (Hama and Handa, 1992; Biersmith
and Benner, 1998; Subramanian et al., 2012; Becker et al.,
2018). The considerable enrichment of TAA and Glc indicates
further that organic matter in the SML was generally fresher
(Biersmith and Benner, 1998; Amon et al., 2001; Davis et al.,
2009). A tendency toward fresher material accumulating in the
SML has been observed before (Kuznetsova and Lee, 2001;
Zäncker et al., 2017; Engel et al., 2018). In this study, SML
enrichment of organic matter was statistically insensitive to
the encountered hydrological regimes. However, a trend toward
higher enrichment outside the filament was apparent for most
components of the organic matter pool. The observed trend
agrees well with earlier observations showing that the enrichment
of organic matter in the SML became more pronounced in
the oligotrophic open ocean (Wurl et al., 2011; Zäncker et al.,
2017). Zäncker et al. (2017) concluded that divergent enrichment
factors across regimes arose from differences in SML organic
matter concentration. We found that the trend toward higher
enrichment outside the filament was manifested by differences
in the ULW and was not merely caused by differences in
SML concentrations.

Neuston Colonized Preferably the Sea
Surface Microlayer Outside the Filament
The main resource of heterotrophic bacteria is fresh organic
matter derived from phytoplankton production (Shen and
Benner, 2019). The SML was enriched in fresh organic matter
components as represented by Glc and TAA on both sides
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of the filament. However, bacterial neuston colonization only
partly reflected these favorable conditions as HNA cells were just
enriched in the SML outside the filament. This could be caused by
a trade-off between substrate availability on one side and intense
solar radiation, as received in the SML, on the other side: The
reduced availability of substrate in the ULW outside the filament
caused relatively higher enrichment of HNA cells in the SML
despite the negative effects of solar radiation on bacteria (Aas
et al., 1996; Herndl et al., 1997). The relative SML depletion
of HNA cell inside the filament could thus have reflected
a replenished pool of substrate in the ULW. Other factors
could have resulted in HNA enrichment as well. For instance,
simultaneous aggregate enrichment in the SML could have
protected bacterial cells from UV radiation (Zäncker et al., 2017).
In contrast to HNA cells, LNA cells were persistently enriched
in the SML on both sides of the filament’s front. In general,
solar radiation negatively affects bacterial activity (Aas et al.,
1996; Herndl et al., 1997). Ramseier et al. (2011) investigated
cell membrane damage of aquatic HNA and LNA bacteria by
exposing them to specific oxidants and found that LNA cells were
more resistant against damage. Therefore, solar radiation could
have harmed active HNA cells rather than inactive LNA cells.
This interpretation is in line with previous studies, suggesting
that bacterioneuston community better withstands the influence
of solar radiation (Santos et al., 2012a,b).

The high correlation between the SML and ULW indicates
for most of the neuston organisms, including pico-phytoplankton
and bacteria, that they were resupplied from the ULW. This is in
accordance with the established hypothesis of recruitment which
suggests that bubbles and particles, such as loosely entangled
and buoyant gel matrices, serve as transport vehicles (Carlucci
and Bezdek, 1972; Stefan and Szeri, 1999; Cunliffe et al., 2011;
Mari et al., 2017). Contrastingly, the absence of a correlation
for nano-phytoplankton cell abundance between depths suggests
that they were rather unaffected by passive scavenging. The
independent distribution of nano-phytoplankton between the
SML and ULW is an established phenomenon (Joux et al., 2006;
Montes-Hugo and Alvarez-Borrego, 2007). Nano-flagellates are
known to contribute substantially to nano-phytoneuston (Hardy
and Apts, 1984; Joux et al., 2006). Explanations vary, suggesting
for example enhanced proliferation in or active migration to
the SML due to favorable nutrient or grazing conditions (Lion
and Leckie, 1981; Joux et al., 2006; Cunliffe et al., 2011).
Certain flagellated taxa could thus benefit from an enriched
SML. Notably, motile phytoplankton species exhibit divergent
trends upon UV-light exposure reaching from no harm to
avoidance and immobilization (Richter et al., 2007). Moreover,
mixotrophy is common among previously thought obligate
autotrophs. For instance, cryptophyta were identified as the
major bacterivores among flagellates in a freshwater system
(Grujcic et al., 2018) and are here summarized in the category
of nano-CBL cells (Marie et al., 2010). Mixotrophic organisms
have been shown to selectively graze on active and proliferating
bacteria, as represented by HNA cells (Gasol et al., 1999). The
SML enrichment of HNA cells outside the filament coincided
thus with a pronounced enrichment of potentially bacterivorous
nano-phytoneuston.

Surface Activity Defined by Total Organic
Carbon and Total Amino Acids
This data set provides the first measurements of surface activity
in the upwelling region off Mauritania. Significant differences
in surfactant concentrations between the SML and ULW were
established and concentrations were elevated inside the filament.
In general, increased surface activity in the SML has been
shown by several authors (Wurl et al., 2011; Pereira et al., 2016;
Sabbaghzadeh et al., 2017; Pereira et al., 2018; Van Pinxteren
et al., 2020). The mean surfactant concentration observed in
this study (0.23 ± 0.12 mg TX-100 equiv. L−1) is within the
range given by Sabbaghzadeh et al. (2017) for the Atlantic
Ocean. In an oligotrophic region in proximity to the Cape
Verde Islands, surface activity was considerably lower and ranged
around 0.07 to 0.05 mg TX-100 equiv. L−1 for the SML and
ULW, respectively, but only the dissolved fraction was assessed
(Van Pinxteren et al., 2020). Wurl et al. (2011) reported SML
surfactant concentration of 0.50 ± 0.33 mg TX-100 equiv. L−1

for wind speeds between 5 and 10 m sec−1(in comparison to
a mean wind speed of 8.7 m sec−1 U10 in this study). During
low wind regimes the authors observed even higher surfactant
concentrations (Wurl et al., 2011).

Our results suggest that TAA controlled surface activity.
SML-related amino acids were potentially uncoupled from
the underlying hydrological regime as the SML and ULW
maintained their molecular characteristics across the filaments
front. The enrichment of amino acids in contrast to TCHO
has been widely recognized and is explained by their intrinsic
amphiphilic behavior, i.e., their preferable attachment onto
surfaces (Gašparović and Ćosović, 2003; Kuznetsova et al., 2004).
Within the pool of SML-related amino acids (namely Ile, Glu,
and Arg as identified by the PCA) especially the basic amino
acid Arg and the acidic amino acid Glu exhibited significant
correlations to surface activity. Arg and Glu have previously been
observed to selectively enrich the SML and sea foam (Kuznetsova
and Lee, 2002; Momzikoff et al., 2004; Van Pinxteren et al.,
2012; Engel et al., 2018). They are well-suited building blocks
of biogenic surfactants and constitute the water-soluble head
group of amphiphilic molecules (Infante et al., 2004; Bordes
and Holmberg, 2015). Surfactants based on Glu are even more
surface-active in the presence of divalent cations (Ca2+ and
Mg2+). The required concentration range to increase surface
activity matches precisely with the concentrations of divalent
cations encountered in natural sea water (Bordes and Holmberg,
2015). Divalent cations presumably enable the formation of
intermolecular chelates based on the exclusive three-carbon-
long spacer between the carboxyl groups of Glu (Bordes and
Holmberg, 2015). While Glu is non-essential, Arg is an essential
amino acid, i.e., needs to be provided to the heterotrophic
community by autotrophic production. Surfactants composed of
Arg are most sensitive to microbial degradation (Infante et al.,
2004). During our campaign, higher absolute concentrations and
also a higher molar fraction of Arg were encountered inside the
upwelling regime but Arg was only enriched in the SML outside.
We attribute this to the divergent states of SML colonization.
LNA bacteria were the only organisms that stood out from
unity and thus heterotrophic consumption could have dominated
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in the SML inside the filament. Glu was persistently attracted
to the air-sea interface as apparent from its relatively higher
molar contribution. As a non-essential amino acid Glu was
potentially unaffected by consumption inside and outside the
filament likewise.

The surfactant pool was most significantly correlated to TOC
concentration. Surface activity may be caused by dissolved and/or
particulate molecules. In the Adriatic Sea, the particulate organic
carbon (POC) fraction contributed generally less than 10% to
surface activity. But during bloom conditions it increased and
accounted for up to 20–55% of surface activity (Gašparović
and Ćosović, 2003). Plavšić et al. (1990) reported that POC
contributed on average 13% to surface activity. It is therefore
likely that TOC predicts surface activity better than dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) alone and in particular across regimes
of different production stages. Our results suggest that within
the oceanic TOC pool additional unidentified molecules exist
which contributed to surface activity when leaving the identified
fraction of amino acids aside. The most hydrophobic components
of the TOC pool are lipids. Lipids were shown to contribute
only ∼5% to the SML’s DOC pool, while they account for 10–
30% of the SML POC (Cunliffe et al., 2013). This agrees well
with the surface ocean reservoir of particulate lipids which
contributed ∼20% to POC in the Equatorial Pacific (Benner and
Amon, 2015). In comparison to amino acids and carbohydrates,
lipids are more persistent to heterotrophic degradation (Benner
and Amon, 2015) and therefore potentially accumulate also
within the SML. Additionally, lipids could be constantly and
selectively resupplied from the ULW due to their advantage
in competitive absorption (Pogorzelski et al., 2006; Frka et al.,
2012). Both processes are in agreement with results presented
by Van Pinxteren et al. (2020) as lipid degradation products
were enriched in the SML in the oligotrophic Atlantic Ocean.
Lipids could have therefore stabilized apparent surface activity
in particular outside the filament where the supply from fresher
production has been limited.

The partitioning between DOC and POC to the TOC pool
varies according to oceanic regimes and depths. In the Canary
EBUS, Santana-Falcón et al. (2016) reported that POC substitutes
∼15%Mol to TOC in summer and integrated over the whole
water column. Under oligotrophic conditions and in deeper
waters, this ratio is likely to fall below ∼2%Mol (Kaiser and
Benner, 2009). Lower absolute TOC concentrations along with
declining POC/DOC ratios are signs of low primary production
and advanced decay (Benner and Amon, 2015). Upwelled waters
are the most pristine with regards to the imprint of previous
biological activity as they are microbially depleted in organic
matter and enriched in inorganic nutrients. DOC concentration
of most recently upwelled waters thus corresponds to DOC
concentrations encountered normally at greater depths. In
the Mauritanian EBUS region deep water carried along DOC
concentrations ranging from 50 to 60 µM only (Thomsen et al.,
2019). Interestingly, the linear model suggests that when surface
activity approaches zero the corresponding TOC concentration
would be close to 54 µM. This hits also approximately the
lower limit of TOC concentrations expected for the global
surface ocean (Ogawa and Tanoue, 2003; Hansell and Carlson,
2015; Roshan and DeVries, 2017). The DOC fraction below

this limit can be characterized as particularly resistant to
microbial degradation, i.e., as most refractory (Benner and
Amon, 2015). An increase in the surface ocean TOC pool and
its variability must therefore reflect fresh production and the
subsequent lowest and intermediate stages of organic matter
degradation. Consequently, the correlation of surface activity to
TOC excludes most refractory sources as surfactant components.
Fresh production likely caused apparent surface activity to
increase inside the recently upwelled filament and, by trend,
even outpaced the surfactant pool of intermediate degradation
products present outside. The role of fresh TAA on surface
activity might thus be pronounced or precluded depending
on the sub-mesoscale regime and following the hypothesis of
competitive adsorption. Concomitantly, a more resistant lipid
fraction could substitute the apparent surfactant pool, especially
outside the filament.

We were able to derive a conversion factor for TOC to
surfactant concentration and thus present a key to predict surface
activity in oceanic waters and across different hydrological
regimes. It should be emphasized that the conversion to TOC
potentially contributes to a more robust and conservative
estimation of the suppression of kw as SML surfactant
concentrations exhibited large variation, explicitly outside the
filament (relative SD around the sample mean: 79%, n = 7). In
comparison and for the same subgroup, TOC exhibited a relative
SD of only 6%. Large variation in surface activity could be caused
by specific labile components that exhibit only a transient and
local effect on surface activity (e.g., certain amino-acid-based
surfactants as discussed above). This would lead to only small
shifts in overall TOC concentration. It should be kept in mind
that cell lysis upon freezing and thawing of samples and oxidation
of most labile components could affect apparent surfactant and
TOC concentrations, respectively. The linear relationship was
derived from open ocean samples where surfactants and TOC
likely originated from primary production. Most certainly, it
does not hold in coastal environments as coastal seas are greatly
affected by terrestrial run-off and anthropogenic activity, which
can alter the surfactant pool (Cuscov and Muller, 2015; Wurl
et al., 2017; Shaharom et al., 2018).

Potential Suppression of Gas Exchange
To estimate the suppression of gas exchange, we applied the
empirical equation provided by Pereira et al. (2018). Surfactant
concentrations, on which the respective equation was based,
ranged between 0.15 and 0.77 mg TX-100 equiv. L−1 and thus
corresponded well to the range of surfactants measured in this
study. Surfactants concentration differed across the front by
trend but this difference was manifested in significantly different
TOC concentrations. It should be noted that the here presented
estimates on gas exchange suppression were based on tank
experiments and do not represent natural oceanic conditions.
The suppression of kw was calculated to be slightly higher inside
(11.5%) than outside the filament (9.8%) (Figure 7). For the
filament off Cape Juby, a mean suppression of kw of 17.2% was
calculated, which reflects the impact of surface ocean productivity
on the spatial variability of kw in the Mauritanian EBUS. TOC
and surfactant concentration could also be expected to co-
vary with filament progression. Starting as a freshly upwelled
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parcel, filaments are ultimately subject to decay, which is marked
by increased cross-frontal mixing with adjacent waters (Zhang
et al., 2015; Hosegood et al., 2017). This consideration adds
an interesting temporal dimension as it suggests that during
filament evolution and concomitant biological activity surfactant
concentration successively increases and only declines when
adjusting to ambient conditions. Our data therewith indicate that
surfactants can potentially reduce the outgassing of CO2 and
other greenhouse gases from freshly upwelled water parcels.

Our estimates agree well with previously published data. In the
coastal waters of the North Sea, CO2 exchange was suppressed
by 15–24% (Pereira et al., 2016). Yang et al. (2021) reported
most recently that CO2 gas transfer velocity and its dependence
on wind speed varied by 30% in the Southern Ocean. They
related this to surface ocean turbulence which was modulated
by surfactants. Pereira et al. (2018) suggested that surfactants
suppress CO2 gas exchange by 2 up to 32% in the Atlantic
Ocean. Tsai and Liu (2003) proposed a modeled reduction of
20 to 50% for the global annual CO2 net flux and based on
Chl a as a proxy for surfactant coverage. In a wind-wave tank
experiment Ribas-Ribas et al. (2018) measured a considerable
suppression of CO2 flux velocity ranging from 46 to 63% and
up to a wind speed of 8.5 m sec−1. At higher wind speeds the
correlation between surfactant concentration and a reduction
in flux velocity weakened. Suppression was caused by natural
surfactants, however, much higher concentrated than in our
study. Our lower estimates on suppression of gas exchange seem
thus reasonable as we encountered only moderate amounts of
surfactants in comparison to other studies and sampled at a
rather high mean ambient wind speed of 8.7 m sec−1 (U10).

The impact of surfactants on gas exchange is particularly
relevant for EBUS. Kock et al. (2012) calculated that surfactants
are responsible for the common overestimation of nitrous oxide
gas efflux in the Mauritanian upwelling region. In line with
this, Köhn et al. (2017) observed that outgassing from a cold
and recently upwelled front rapidly declined. While outgassing
was negatively correlated to temperature in the first hours,
this correlation weakened likely due to the strengthening of
counteracting biological activity. For various oceanic regimes,
Calleja et al. (2009) recorded that TOC concentration explained
the discrepancy in measured and calculated CO2 gas flux
velocities across the air-sea interface and concluded that
surfactants within the TOC pool must have dampened surface
turbulence. They further observed that TOC concentrations co-
vary with marine primary production, which is in accordance
with our study. This further underlines that the here derived
relationship is of major importance and may help to predict the
influence of surfactants on air-sea gas exchange not only in EBUS
but also in other oceanic regimes.

CONCLUSION

Differences in organic matter concentration and molecular
composition in the SML can exist on the sub-mesoscale, as
demonstrated here for an upwelling filament. The enrichment
of organic matter in the SML is particularly influenced by the
specificity of the organic matter classes, e.g., a pronounced

enrichment of the SML was observed for surfactant and
TAA concentrations. Surface activity depends on TAA and
TOC concentrations and is enhanced by biological production
and accumulation of semi-labile substances, while refractory
components of the TOC pool are rather of minor importance.
The empirical relationship between TOC and surfactant
concentrations found here can thus help to estimate surface
activity in different oceanic regimes. In the future, the validity
of this model needs to be tested for other oceanic provinces.
The estimated suppression of gas exchange by surfactants in
upwelling filaments is particularly relevant for EBUS as upwelled
deep water is supersaturated with greenhouse gases.
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